Corona review 2020 - outlook 2021 01.01.2021
84 million infections worldwide Germany reached 1,762,000 with 33,835 deaths
TOP 4 world infection rates: USA 20 million, India 10.3 million, Brazil 7.7 million, Russia 3.1 million.
The 3 largest EU infection countries: France 2.7 million, Spain 1.9 million, Italy 2.1 million 1.8 million
deaths worldwide. Great Britain 2.5 million and Turkey over 2.2 million Argentina Colombia Mexico
Poland Iran Ukraine South Africa Peru over 1 million.
Numbers copyright: Johns Hopkins University & Medicine Coronavirus Resource Center
No RKI figures today, as only unreliable reports about the holidays and weekends

Hopefully they all got off to a good start in the new year 2021. Some will only know this in a few days,
because both the Christmas holidays and New Year's Eve there were countless meetings and gettogethers despite the requirements. At least in this report I will not report on these meetings, except
for one that is so strikingly stupid that it simply has to be mentioned. A group of 150-200 people got
together in Stuttgart to demonstrate against forced vaccination on a large banner. The term forced
vaccination says: I will not be vaccinated. No, no one needs it either, but an examination of the mental
state obviously does no harm to some.
Meanwhile, the big Germany vaccination wave started on December 27th, 2020, if you believe the
reports on NTV, Phoenix and Welt. At least on television there was hype about this vaccination
throughout the day, various live vaccinations were shown, etc. There were fewer reports that the wave
was already over. In Berlin Treptow a vaccination center had to close again, and further vaccine
deliveries are pending in the 1st and 2nd week of January. 3 federal states, Berlin, Bavaria and
Brandenburg will probably not be supplied again until the 2nd week of January, but Biontech
announced today that there will be bottlenecks.
In the meantime, nobody believes in Spahn's constant excuses that they waited longer in Germany
because of accuracy, they didn't waste any time, etc. That even states like Israel, which were hardly
mentioned a week ago, can now inoculate more units as Germany, shows the whole misery that
vdLeyen has achieved with its reluctance to buy and the EU with its delaying tactics. Namely that too
little vaccine is available. But even now, although it will be months before a vaccine is even available
for the normal population, if everything goes well, many people are already worried about privileges
for vaccinated people or the other way around, which restrictions non-vaccinated people have to
accept.
Here the pure stupidity speaks from some heads, because as long as not everyone can get a vaccine,
there can be no restrictions. I can now claim to be vaccinated in any case, so I am not a vaccine refuser,
when it is my turn in the summer I say no. In addition, NO ONE knows how the vaccine works against
new infections, how long are you immune, what happens after the 2nd vaccination and so on. One of
the people without a clue is Merz, the candidate for chancellor, who, with his statements, will not
become chancellor.
He speaks of privileges for vaccinated people because they can no longer endanger themselves or
others, and that is not discrimination. No, but stupidity. Because he doesn't even know whether what
has been said applies to the vaccine. There is absolutely no long-term study of this type of vaccine
because this type has never been given. But there is information about what has already happened,
and that with the few vaccinations: 8 people in Stralsund are vaccinated with 5 times the amount
because they simply forgot to dilute the bottle first - 4 of them were taken to the hospital with signs
of side effects. And at the last press conference of last year, Spahn said that you could get up to 6
vaccine doses from each ampoule, that Biontech had a reserve in each bottle, so to speak, but that you

needed certain syringes for this. And you have to understand the problems with scheduling
appointments, as this can happen in the beginning. But it didn't bring his standard sentence: We (that
is, he) learn new things every day. He's probably already at the peak of his knowledge.
Meanwhile, there was also a bottleneck in Lower Saxony, like here in Göttingen. Unfortunately none
of the 9,500 cans to be delivered arrived. The Corona citizen hotline in Göttingen is clueless and refers
to the Lower Saxony hotline. There it is reported that the Göttingen vaccination centers, at least 3 of
them, will remain closed for the time being - no vaccine. This is expected to be delivered at the end of
next week, so that it can then begin at the beginning of the week after next. Only mobile teams should
already be on the road in nursing homes, there should also be vaccine in hospitals - but where it comes
from, no information.
In Göttingen there is not only no vaccine, but also no functioning computer, as far as the city of
Göttingen is concerned with Corona. Because incidence values or current case numbers can since
28.12. not communicated to the population because new software is being installed. The series of
nationwide breakdowns not only doesn't stop, but new problems keep popping up nationwide,
because of pioneers in matters of digitization - what has been done for years at the world's largest
computer fair CeBit? In Upper Franconia and Augsburg, the vaccinations are also postponed - the cold
chain was interrupted. Also in Ulm postponement due to a lack of vaccines.
Even in these times, when the next German lockdown or its extension is about to begin, precisely
because the numbers are still too high, and everyone assumes that the numbers will rise again due to
the holidays, it shows again and again not anyone can get that into their head. In Austria the ski lifts
are opened and the queues are already there, also from Germany, without mask or distance, they are
crowded, and so extreme that the first lifts are closed again. The higher administrative court in North
Rhine-Westphalia, meanwhile, overturns the ban on New Year's Eve and New Year's. They haven't
heard of Corona either.
I would like to tell you about 2 serious and sometimes funny violations. In Vienna, a group of around
45 13-22 year olds rented a house in order to have a big party. When someone injures his head and a
doctor is called, the whole thing is exposed. Perhaps at least one of them will be a little clearer in the
head because of the push. Because of the corona mutation in Great Britain, around 420 British people
are being quarantined in Switzerland. They don't think that's funny at all, around 50 of them flee
Switzerland in a night and fog action and were never seen again. Like little children, and in doing so
they carry the virus on - brain switched off.
And on 09/21. 2 participants say the following in the Anne Will broadcast: Prof. Streeck says “We don't
yet know when we will have a vaccine, in a few months a few years. My question about this: Is it
manufactured in secret, how long does it take to develop? At that time Biontech must have already
been in a very promising test phase. When are the "promising" results determined and passed on? The
federal government was the main sponsor of Biontech, they must have a share in their work and what
happens to the money or what? Where was the Karliczek who always likes to praise herself? Ms. Dreyer
thinks that the current concepts of regional control and traceability can still be used to control the
coronavirus. You can see how much specialist knowledge and knowledge some politicians have,
namely none. They only parrot what others say to them.
Finally, I have a film recommendation for you. Coronation. Filmed in Wuhan. By Ai Weiwei, a wellknown filmmaker and activist in China. Really worth seeing. With original recordings from the Wuhan
hospital, medical life, dealing with deaths, etc. Lifelike and not for the faint of heart. Unfortunately not
on DVD. Trailer at: https://www.aiweiwei.com/coronation

